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Network Forensic on Encrypted Peer-to-Peer VoIP Traffics and The Detection, Blocking, and Prioritization of Skype Traffics Chun-Ming Leung Yuen-Yan Chan Department of Information Engineering The Chinese University of Hong Kong Shatin, N. T., Hong Kong {cmleung5; yychan}@ie.cuhk.edu.hk Abstract Skype is a popular peer-to-peer (P2P) voice over IP (VoIP) application evolving quickly since its launch in 2003. However, the ability to traverse network address translation (NAT) and bypass firewalls, as well as the induced bandwidth burden due to the super node (SN) mechanism, make Skype considerably a threat to enterprise networks security and availability. Because Skype uses both encryption and overlays, detection and blocking of Skype is nontrivial. Motivated by the work of Biondi and Desclaux [3], we adopt the view of Skype as a backdoor and we take a forensic approach to analyze it. We share our experience in this paper. With the forensic evidence, we identify a transport layer communication framework for Skype. We further formulate a set of socket-based detection and control policies for Skype traffics. Our detection method is a hybrid between payload and non-payload inspections, with improved accuracy and version sustainability over the traditional payload-only approaches. Our solution is practicable both inside and outside the NAT firewalls. This breakthrough makes the detection, blocking, and prioritization of Skype traffics possible in both the enterprise internal networks and the Internet Services Providers carrier networks. Keywords: Enterprise Network Security, Network Forensics, Traffic Analysis, Skype, Blocking, Traffic Prioritization, NAT Traversal, Reverse Engineering



1. Introduction Threats to Enterprise Network Security Brought By Skype. Peer-to-peer (P2P) voice over IP (VoIP) technology such as Skype [11] has brought much convenience to our daily lives. However, the heavy bandwidth burden incurred by Skype’s super node (SN) mechanism threatens network availability. The ability for Skype to traverse network ad-



dress translation (NAT) mechanism and bypass corporate firewalls also makes it a threat to enterprise network security and policy. Furthermore, unregulated Skype usage of the employees for leisure and private purposes can lead to economic loss. Therefore enterprises are seeking solutions to regulate Skype activities over their networks. This motivates our research on analyzing and blocking of the encrypted P2P VoIP traffics of Skype. The Challenge and Previous Works. Detecting and blocking Skype are non-trivial as Skype’s payload is encrypted from end to end. The overlaying, peer-to-peer nature also makes blocking methods for general VoIP protocols fail in Skype. Therefore, it is important to explore the precise communication framework of Skype so as to formulate accurate blocking mechanisms. There had been a few works on detecting and analyzing peer-to-peer network traffics, such as [3, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 15, 16]; few of them [3, 2, 6, 10, 12, 15, 16] analyze the Skype traffics. Skype traffic detection can be further categorized into payloadoriented [2, 16] and non-payload oriented [6, 10, 12, 15] approaches. Among the reviewed literature, [2, 16] provide solutions to block Skype activities, both are payloadoriented. In general, payload-oriented detection methods are less robust against Skype version updates as it is relatively easy to alter the handshake message contents. Our Contribution. Motivated by the work of Biondi and Desclaux [3], we adopted the view of Skype as a backdoor and we took a forensic approach to reverse engineer Skype. Details of how we performed the forensic analysis are given in the paper. From the analysis results, we contribute by being the first in the followings: (1) Identify the Skype communication framework with details down to the Transport Layer. (2) Formulate the detection policies for active Skype UDP socket which enable blocking and even prioritizing of Skype traffics. (3) Formulate a hybrid solution consists of payload and non-payload oriented detection methods and makes blocking and prioritizing feasible
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at both sides of the NAT firewall.



2. Our Forensic Analysis of Skype One significant contribution of this paper is the reveal of the proprietary, closed-source Skype communication framework. We achieved this by performing forensic analysis on the network traffics generated by the encrypted Skype peerto-peer VoIP activities. Forensics is the use of scientific or technological techniques to conduct an investigation or establish evidences in a criminal case. Network forensics often refer to the capture, recording, and analysis of network events in order to discover the network security problem incidents. Forensic analysis seeks answers for how an intrusion occurred and what the intruders did (see [8, 9, 13] for suggested approaches). By adopting Skype as a backdoor, we performed forensic analysis on the Skype traffics and quested how Skype activities have occurred and what Skype have done during these activities. To achieve this, we have performed the following steps in our research: 1. Model Construction. This was the first step in our forensic analysis. We began by formulating an applicationlayer event graph for the Skype activities that we were going to analyze. The graph was constructed in a way that the number of Skype features being invoked were maximized. We had also defined alternative paths for the major events so that different scenarios that could happened along the Skype communication processes were covered. From this, we formulated the main experiment procedures (as described in Figure 2.). Conditions in which the Skype activities took place were also specified. 2. Collection of Evidence. We executed the experiment procedures to perform the Skype phone call activities at application layer. We have repeated our experiments in all possible routes along the event graph to collect evidence on Skype activities. The tool Ethereal TM was used to capture all incoming and outgoing packets during the experiments, including their packet timestamps, IP addresses and port numbers of source and destination, protocols, packet sizes, as well as the packet payloads. 3. Analysis of Evidence. We then performed detail investigation and analysis on the digital evidence collected and compare the timestamps against those of the application-level activities. We further identified different roles of SNs by the patterns of the packets exchanged (as described in Section 3.1). 4. Presentation of Evidence. Finally, the analysis results were arranged and presented into the Skype communication framework (see Section 3) including the entities involved and the 15 stages in a generic Skype conversation. In each of the stages, corresponding evidence and recorded network traffics are also included. Experiment Setup. Experiments on Windows Skype



version 2.5.0.151 have been performed in laboratory. We ran two Skype clients on two separate machines, and recorded all packets send to and received by each of the clients. In the experiments, we used Ethereal TM to capture and analyze the packets (Fig. 1.). We have also used NetPeekerTM to control the network traffic and tune the network bandwidth so as to simulate different network congestion conditions. We repeated the experiment in five different NAT settings, including no NAT (the client uses a public IP address), full cone NAT, restricted cone NAT, port restricted cone NAT and symmetric NAT. We also repeated the experiments with hardware Netgear Skype WiFi Phone SPH101 clients at either client side. The experiments had been conducted throughout October to December 2006.



Figure 1. Capture of Skype Packets Main Experiment Procedures. The main procedures executed are: (1) Both Caller and Callee initiate the Skype application in their machines. (2) Caller performs Skype signin. (3) Caller search for and then add the Callee to the contact list. (4) Caller makes Skype phone call to the Callee (who is online). (5) Upon receiving the incoming call signal, Callee waits for 30 seconds and then picks up call. (6) Conversation begins and is maintained for 20 seconds. (7) Callee hangs up. (8) Caller waits for 10 other seconds. (9) Caller signout from Skype. (10) Both Caller and Callee close Skype.



Figure 2. Event Path of Skype Results Collection and Analysis. We recorded all packets generated during the experiment at each of the client sides. This gave us more than 100 set of samples (each contains more than 1,500 packets) for further investigation. For each packet, the timestamps, IP addresses and port numbers of source and destination, protocols, packet sizes, and the payload were examined. The packets were compared against the application-level activities by their timestamps. 1 1 Remarks



on Skype Versions. Our experiments dated 18/10/2006 were
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3. The Skype Communication Framework We identified the following Skype communication framework according to the forensic analysis of Skype. Compare to previous works such as [2, 15], we were able to distinguish additional entities and communication stages with the support of forensic evidence.



3.1



Entities



Skype HTTP Server (HS): The HTTP server of Skype.com. Skype client (SC): End client hosts who use Skype to place voice calls and send text messages. Each SC maintain a table Host Cache which contains IP address and port number of super nodes (to be defined below). In particular, we denote the SC hosts of the Caller and Callee by SC A and SCB respectively. We denote the host cache of some Skype client SCX by HC X . Super node (SN ): Online nodes that maintain the Skype overlaying network. Any SC with a public IP address can be promoted to an SN without the awareness of the SC host. Registration super node (RSN ): an SN that Skype uses to listen to the registration requests from SCs. Authentication super node (ASN ): an SN that Skype uses to provide authentication services to SCs. Forensic notes: Packets flows to ASN at fixed destination port 33033 were recorded, even when authentication was failed. Moreover, packets size and number of packets exchanged at this stage were constant. We compared with the application layer activity and deduced such traffics corresponded to routine information exchanges, such as the challenges of the authentication. Location super node (LSN ): an SN that Skype uses to maintain network location information about peer SCs. Forensic notes: Traffics to and from the corresponding SN was only detected at startup and callee searching stages. Neighbour super node (N SN ): SNs that are logically near to an SC. An SC must establish connection to some SN s for Skype communications. The SC locates and then binds to its N SN s for such purpose. An SN can be the NSN of multiple SCs simultaneously. Forensic notes: Activities corresponded to the NSN Binding stage were only detected after successful authentications. Corresponding packets exchanged were in fixed size of 388Bytes, and were sent to each NSNs, with a fixedsize 60Bytes ACK response from each NSNs. We deduced the 388Bytes message contained SC self-information, which might be used for subsequent resource reservation. conducted on Skype version 2.5.0.151 where the latest version is 3.0.0.209 (dated 24/1/2007). First formal Skype traffics analysis has been published in 2004 [1] and was conducted on Skype version 0.97.0.6. We found Skype



Figure 3. Skype Communication Framework Fig. 3 depicts the Skype network. According to our experiment results, RSN, ASN and LSN are three different Skype SNs with distinguish IPs. This is more detailed than the Skype network model suggested in [2].



3.2



Stages in Skype Conversation



We have observed the following 15 stages of Skype phone conversations. For the descriptions below, the first statement of each stage corresponds to the application layer activity, followed by the description of the corresponding events observed at the transport layer. Table 1 gives a summary of Skype traffics captured at the Caller host when both of the Caller and Callee hosts are not behind the restricted NAT. The notation X.Port denotes the socket at port Port of some host X. 1. Startup. The Caller starts the Skype client application at SCA . It sends an UDP hello message to default RSN saved in HC SCA through SCA .U2 . 2. Registration. Caller registers to Skype network 3 . A request is sent to RSN via SCA .T1. Response from RSN is recorded. This response is likely to contain an address list of ASN and available SNs. (Regular traffics for control signaling with average time interval of 60 seconds are also detected at the later stages.) 3. Authentication. Caller performs password authentication with the Skype server. TCP packets are sent to ASN with destination port 33033 via SC A .T2. Challenge-andresponse authentication traffics between SC A and ASN with fixed packet size are recorded. 4. SN Handshaking. The Caller is authenticated to the Skype network. UDP packets are sent to multiple (≥ 3, by statistics) SNs rapidly and continuously, via SC A .U. This process is detected periodically along the conversation. At this stage, the handshaken SNs probably exchange their inhad already evolved greatly from their older versions. 2 If RSN is not available, UDP messages are sent out to multiple (≥ 4) SN s in a rapid manner. One of the responding SNs is selected as a relaying RSN . 3 This stage is similar to the channel registration for telephone networks.
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Table 1. Summary of Skype Traffics Detected at Caller formation about the known list of SNs. SC A may also prepare for the SN binding with the potential N SN SCA . 5. NAT and Firewall Determination. No applicationlayer activity is performed or noticed (same for stage 6 and stage 7). At transport layer, Skype is performing NAT and Firewall detection. Multiple (≥ 2) UDP packets from SCA .U to the handshaken SNs are observed. NAT traversal is an important function of Skype, for determining what kind of NAT settings is the SC currently behind. This affects the procedures taken at later stages. 6. Skype Latest Version Checking. SCA sends an HTTP request to HS to determine if newer version is available. This is the only message sent in plaintext, with payload containing GET and getlatestversion. 7. NSNs Locating and Binding. At transport layer, fixed-size UDP packets, each is 388 Bytes, are sent to m SN s via SCA .U, where m ≥ 9 from all experimental observations. Fixed-size responses of 464 Bytes are then deˆ responses have tected. SCA initiates the next stage after m been received. From our experiments, 3 ≤ m ˆ < m for all observations. At this stage, SC A is possibly locating the logically nearest SN s and binds itself to them which serves as the N SNSCA s. The N SNSCA may also be updated to ˆ responses are also return at HC SCA . The remaining m − m later stages and further N SN SCA bindings also happen. 8. SC Peers Locating and Status Update 4 . Status (online or offline) of Skype peer users on the Caller’s contact list is updated. UDP packets from SC A .U to LSN and then to multiple destinations are recorded. We have performed further experiments and analysis and conjecture that the message flowing to LSN is a request about the information of the bound SN SCX s for every peers X on the contact list, while the subsequence flows are actually requests to these SNSCX s, asking the status information of each of the 4 We have also performed experiments in which the contact list is empty, and observed that this stage is skipped in such occasions.



SCX s. This process continues to repeat regularly at later stages, with average time interval of 180 seconds. 9. Callee Searching. Caller searches for the Callee via the Skype client search dialog box. SC A sends UDP traffics to the N SN s bound at stage 7 via SC A .U. Upon successful searching of the Callee at application layer, a UDP reply with size 464 Bytes (which may carries information about SCB and its corresponding N SN SCB s) is received from the N SN s. Next, multiple (≥ 3) UDP flows from SC A .U to some other SN s, probably the N SN SCB s, are detected. This process generally takes about 2 to 15 seconds, depends on the SN hop distance of SC B . During the searching, TCP control channel traffics from RSN are also observed. 10. Add Callee. Search result of the Callee is returned. Caller adds the Callee to the contact list. TCP traffics from SCA .T1 to RSN are detected. Regular traffics to an SN , which is conjectured to be one of the SN SCB s, are also detected, and such pattern is similar to the SC A -SN s communications detected at stage 8. This may correspond to the status update of the Callee. 11. Call Setup. Caller presses the call button to call the Callee. Ringing occurs at both sides. In transport layer, UDP traffics from SC A .U to m SN s, including the N SNSCA s bound since stage 7. From our observation, m ≥ 7. These traffics consists of packets with two different sizes, namely 60 Bytes and 72 Bytes respectively. Next, traffics for control signaling between SC A and SCB are detected. The can be two cases depends on the result from NAT Determination of SC A at stage 5 (the situation for NAT condition of SC B is symmetric, here we consider the situation where SCB is not behind restricted-NAT): Case 1: When SCA is not behind a restricted-NAT, direct TCP connections can be set up. In this case, SC A sends out TCP packets via SCA .T4 to an TCP port at SCB . Case 2: When SCA is behind a restricted-NAT, it needs to relay through the N SN SCA . SCA sends TCP packets
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from SCA .T4 to an N SNSCA . During ringing, UDP requests are sent from SC A .U to N SNSCA for peer status updates. No further SC-SC packet exchange is observed until SC B picks up the call. 12. Conversation. 5 VoIP conversation between Caller and Callee begins. UDP packets are exchanged between SCA .U and SCB (not behind restricted-NAT) or N SN SCA (when behind restricted-NAT. In this case, N SN SCA will then relays the packets to SC B ). These packets are VoIP specific and possess the VoIP properties to be described in subsequent sections. TCP traffics between the SC peers are be recorded at a constant rate of 1 update per second. 13. Call Teardown. Caller tears down the Skype conversation. A termination message is sent out via SC A .T4 to SCB or N SNSCA , depends on the NAT setting. After hang-up, some traffics for peer status update can still be recorded. 14. Logout. Caller logout from Skype. A TCP flow to via SCA .T1 is recorded. There is no further dis-binding, possibly because the N SN SCA s still want to communicate with each other, handling the remaining procedures among themselves. 15. Quit Skype Program. Caller quits the Skype program. In transport layer, two additional TCP flows are detected. One is from SCA .T1 to RSN , another is from SCA .T3 to HS.



3.3



NAT Traversal of Skype



We have examined the NAT traversal mechanism of Skype by repeating the experiment in five different NAT settings, namely no NAT, full cone NAT, restricted cone NAT, port restricted cone NAT, as well as symmetric NAT. Skype calls succeeded in all of the five occasions. We further investigated the packets corresponds to the NAT and firewall detection stage. From our examination, we observed the Caller SC (acts like the STUN client) have sent out UDP binding requests to multiple SNs (act like the STUN servers), but from the UDP binding responses of each of the SNs, only one port is recorded. This is true even when we set the firewall at restricted cone NAT and the port restricted cone NAT. From this, we notice Skype does not test out all five NAT and firewall settings as in the full STUN protocol. In particular, Skype does not further distinguish the three restricted NAT cases (symmetric NAT, restricted cone NAT, and port restricted cone NAT) which requires UDP binding responses with same IP but different ports. This finding also agrees 5 Even Skype encrypts all its traffics, packets exchanged between SCs at the Conversation stage still exhibit P2P and VoIP properties. From our forensic evidence, we can identify the peer-to-peer and VoIP properties from the traffics resulted at this stage. Such properties include the UDP traffics, bidirectional flow, short time interval (less than 5 ms), and small packet size (177 Bytes).



with the relaying property of Skype, that SN relaying can overcome the restrictions incurred by restricted cone NAT, restricted port NAT, as well as the symmetric NAT.



Figure 4. Skype NAT Detection Logic



4. Detecting, Blocking, and Prioritizing Skype With the detailed transport layer communication framework of Skype, one can draw policies for Skype traffics detection. In particular, we uniquely identified the UDP communication port of the Caller machine, which enables one to control the Skype traffics by blocking or prioritizing the corresponding sockets. Detecting Skype Activities. Encrypted traffics are regarded as unknown protocol by IDS [14]. For such traffics, non-payload oriented detection approach is more appropriate than the payload oriented counterpart. Non-payload detection methods mainly identify suspect traffics by analysis on packet flow patterns. One of our rules for detecting Skype traffics is to identify the special 1-to-m communication flow patterns of UDP packets with fixed size 388 Bytes during the NSNs Locating and Binding stage. The Detection Rules. We are able to identify the exact sockets for active Skype traffics at the (T1, T2, T3, T4, and U). This enable us to formulate the following matching conditions for blocking behind the restricted-NAT firewall (i.e. the internal enterprise network): (1) TCP packets with destination Port 33033 are detected. Record the corresponding source IP and port number Src.T1 for a close monitoring. (2) Monitoring on traffics from source Src. Continue the monitoring when the following activities are detected in sequence 6 : (i) HTTP request with payload GET and getlatestversion at source port Src.T2 is detected, (ii) consecutive 1-to-many UDP packet patterns are detected at source port Src.U, (iii) about 9 consecutive packets with payload length 388 Bytes are detected at source port Src.U, (iv) multiple (≥ 4) packets with payload length 464 Bytes with destination IP equals SrcIP 6 Blocking can execute at any steps, the later the blocking action, the more accurate the decision is.
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are detected, (v) continuous bidirectional UDP traffics with VoIP characteristics7 are detected at port Src.U. Most of the traceable Skype traffics are transmitted through Src.U. Therefore, detection of Skype activities is also feasible outside the restricted-NAT firewall (the external network or the ISP carrier network). In particular, the 9 consecutive 388-Byte packets generated at the NSN Locating and Binding stage is unique and specific to Skype. The detection is further supported by the subsequent UDP VoIP traffics detected at the same UDP port. Blocking and Prioritizing Skype Traffics. As we can detect Skype activities at Transport layer by having accurately identified the source communication ports at each of the stages, we can control the Skype activities by closing the exact sockets in question, or by setting the Skype VoIP traffics at Src.U to a low priority. Distinguishing Skype Activities from Other Traffics. There can have many P2P applications other then Skype running simultaneously at the client host, all these produce traffics in a 1-to-many pattern. Nevertheless, P2P applications other than Skype, such as eMule TM and BitTorrent TM are File-Transfer (FT) in nature. Skype traffics can be distinguished from general FT counterparts by its non-payload VoIP features such as bidirectional flows, packet rate and packet size [4]. Furthermore, the FT applications usually show distinctive bit string in their payload, which can be identified by bit-matching at IDS. Besides, Non P2P servers on a network (e.g. the DNS and the SMTP servers) also exhibit the 1-to-many flow pattern. Yet these traffics can be identified from the well known source and destination ports. Minimizing False Positives. Our solutions have already considered the services and applications which give network traffics very similar to Skype, including the high bandwidth consumption services from servers at well-known TCP and UDP ports (such as the DNS, SMTP, and POP servers) and the peer-to-peer non-VoIP applications such as eMuleTM and BitTorrent TM . Furthermore, the first two detection rules, namely the detection of traffics with destination port 33033, and the HTTP plaintext payload at suspect source port, enable us to reduce false positive detections. The special pattern of m ≥ 9 consecutive, fixed-length 388byte packets further reassure the detection accuracy.



5. Concluding Remarks In this paper, we have performed experiments and network forensic analysis on encrypted peer-to-peer VoIP traffics of Skype activities. These efforts enable us to formulate 7 From our experiment data, Skype version 2.5.0.151 conversation produces packet at an average rate of 22 packets per second, with interval varies within the range of 20 ms to 60 ms, maximum packet size is 177 Bytes. Skype’s packet rate is much more frequent and the packet size is much smaller compare to other P2P FT applications.



a communication framework of Skype down to the transport layer. We are able to identify the sockets associated to active Skype applications. We have formulated the detection rules and recommended further actions such as prioritizing the corresponding UDP traffics or blocking them completely. Our solution is the first to adopt a hybrid detection approach and is robust against version updates. The detection rules can also be applied at both sides of the NAT firewalls. Our experiments were performed on Skype versions after the launch of the OEM Skype phones, which makes our results more robust against Skype version updates. Furthermore, we deal with the core properties of peer-to-peer and voice over IP protocol, these further increases the difficulty for Skype to evade the methods of detection discussed in this paper.
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